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POLARIZATION AS A TOOL AT HERA�F. MetliaOn behalf of the H1 and ZEUS Collaborations and POL2000Imperial College of London, Exhibition Road, London SW7 2AZ, UKmetlia�mail.desy.de(Reeived June 18, 2002)The HERA ring has been upgraded to �vefold its luminosity and willprovide longitudinal lepton beam polarization to the HERA experiments.The aurate polarization measurement and high luminosity opens a om-pletely new �eld for HERA physis.PACS numbers: 13.88.+e 1. IntrodutionThe HERA ring has been upgraded, during the 2000�2001 shutdown, toinrease its luminosity by a fator of �ve (1fb�1 by end of 2006) and to pro-vide longitudinal lepton beam polarization to the HERA experiments; theHERA II phase has begun. For this purpose major hanges have been madeto the HERA ring near the H1 and ZEUS interation points. Superondut-ing magnets have been installed inside the H1 and ZEUS detetors to ahievestrong fousing, and spin rotators have been installed near H1/ZEUS to �ipthe natural transverse polarization of the lepton beam in the HERA ringto longitudinal polarization. The maximum degree of lepton polarization isforeseen to be between 50% and 60%. Two polarimeters, the TPOL whihmeasures the transverse polarization, and the LPOL whih measures thelongitudinal polarization, have been upgraded to improve their polarizationmeasurement auray from about 4% to better than 1% (the LPOL up-grade is nearing ompletion). The aurate polarization measurement andhigh luminosity opens a new �eld for HERA physis at high Q2.� Presented at the X International Workshop on Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS2002)Craow, Poland, 30 April�4 May, 2002.(3069)



3070 F. Metlia2. Polarization at HERAAt HERA leptons beome naturally transversely polarized through theemission of synhrotron radiation (lepton spin �ips), the so alled Sokolov�Ternov e�et. The lepton beam transverse polarization is onverted intolongitudinal polarization near the interation points by spin rotators (atHERA I only for HERMES, at HERA II also for H1 and ZEUS). The HERAring polarization is measured by two polarimeters independently: TPOLwhih measures transverse polarization, loated in the HERA-West areanearby HERA-B; and the LPOL whih measures longitudinal polarization,loated in the HERA-East area nearby HERMES. Both polarimeters havebeen operating sine several years.Polarization should be known at the same level of preision as total lumi-nosity beause it enters linearly in the ross setion of many proesses e.g.:��NC = ��NC;unpol + P��NC;pol and ��CC = (1 � P )��NC;unpol for neutral andharged urrent proesses, with the sign indiating the lepton harge. Forthis purpose a polarimetry upgrade projet has been setup in 1999 alledPOL2000 to improve the polarization measurement preision from about4% to better then 1%, and so upgrade the HERA I polarimetry for theHERA II phase. The absolute value of the degree of lepton polarization isthe same along the whole ring, so that the atual loation of the polariza-tion measurement does not need to be on�ned to the experiment interationpoints. Preise measurement from the TPOL/LPOL polarimeters togetherwith HERA mahine lattie simulations, will provide on�dene of havingan aurate polarization measurement at the interation points. Polariza-tion builds up and settles asymptotially to an equilibrium value, see Fig. 1(upper �gure). The theoretial maximum ahievable polarization is � 92%,but this is redued by ounterating depolarizing e�ets, whih depend onthe HERA ring harateristis and lattie struture (e.g. eah set of spinrotators redues the polarization by � 3%). For the HERA I phase the de-gree of lepton beam polarization was typially between 55%�60%; while forHERA II it is expeted to have as a startup value between 40%�50%. Theaim is to inrease the degree of polarization as muh as tehnially possible,to a value probably between 50%�60%.The polarimeters make use of the spin-dependent ross setion for Comp-ton sattering of polarized photons on polarized leptons (e�). The de-gree of polarization is measured by sattering alternatively right and leftirularly polarized laser light o� the polarized lepton beam, produingbak-sattered Compton photons, whih are then deteted in a alorimeter.The polarization is determined by measuring asymmetries. The two po-larimeters operate di�erently. Transverse polarization is determined bymeasuring the spatial vertial up-down asymmetry of the bak-sattered



Polarization as a Tool at HERA 3071photons on the TPOL alorimeter fae, while longitudinal polarization isdetermined by measuring the energy asymmetry in the LPOL alorimeterof the bak-sattered photons. The polarization of lepton olliding and non-olliding bunhes di�ers. This depends on the mahine polarization tuningand varies over time (beam�beam e�ets). For HERA II operation an a-urate per bunh per minute polarization measurement is therefore needed,whih implies that the polarimeters have to be upgraded. The LPOL willbe upgraded most probably during the next shutdown (probably in January2003), with the installation of a Fabry�Perot avity in the lepton ring togreatly amplify (by a fator 10k) the laser intensity; making it equivalent toa 10kW laser, and so operate in the �few photon mode�, whih allows diretalibration with the Compton edge. The TPOL upgrade is now ompleted.The TPOL upgrade onsists of a fast DAQ to provide a preise per bunhper minute polarization measurement, and a radiation hard position sensi-tive silion detetor for in-situ �� y (see below) alibration whih is relatedto the vertial up-down asymmetry of the baksattered Compton photons.The TPOL alorimeter measures the total energy of the Compton photonand � = Eup � Edown=Eup + Edown whih is diretly related to the vertialoordinate y of the photon impat point on the alorimeter fae (measuredby the silion detetor), see Fig. 1 (lower �gure); the TPOL alorimeter on-sists of two separate half modules, an up and a down module that measureseparately the deposited energy Eup and Edown.3. Physis with polarized lepton beams at HERAThe study of polarized lepton�proton deep inelasti sattering at high Q2;whih has never been arried out before, is now possible at HERA II: ele-troweak interations, struture funtions (G2), and physis beyond the SM.Eletroweak interations [1℄ an be probed by using the four possiblelepton harge/polarization ombinations: e+; e�; P > 0; P < 0. The rosssetion measurement of harged urrent (CC) and neutral urrent (NC) deepinelasti sattering at high Q2 using polarized lepton beams is one of theprimary physis objetives of the HERA II ollider experiments. The hiralstruture of the Standard Model an be tested through a variety of measure-ments.Measurement of the neutral urrent light quark (u,d) ouplings: The polariza-tion e�et is large on the Neutral Current ross setions for Q2 � 104GeV2;this di�erent behavior is due to the Z0 exhange, whih gives a split, up tofator 2. The light quark(u,d) ouplings to the Z0 boson an be extratedby exploiting this di�erene, and by measurement and omparison of neutralurrent and harged urrent ross setions with all four harge/polarizationombinations. With a total integrated luminosity of about � 1000 pb�1 di-
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Fig. 1. Upper: shemati for the TPOL setup in the HERA tunnel. The TPOLonsists of three sub-detetors: alorimeter, silion and �ber detetors. The pre-radiator is needed to onvert the Compton photons. The alorimeter is divided intotwo independent halves. There are two silion planes to measure the X; Y positionof the Compton photons. The sintillating �ber detetor is used for alibration andmonitoring the silion detetor planes; the �ber is moved vertially by a steppingmotor. Lower: polarization buildup versus time measured by the LPOL and TPOLpolarimeters at HERA I.vided between the four harge/polarization ombinations e+; e�, P � �70%,all four u and d type vetor and axial-vetor ouplings an be measured withfrational errors on au, vu, ad, vd of 6%, 13%, 17% and 17%, respetively,whih is omparable to the auray obtained at LEP for the heavy quark(b; ) ouplings.Measurement of EW parameters (MW ): This measurement is a test ofEW universality. In the SM there are 5 free parameters (�, MZ , MW , MH ,Mt). The values for � and MZ an be �xed by taking the preise mea-surements from other experiments; the MH mass an be �xed at 100 GeV



Polarization as a Tool at HERA 3073(log dependene on MH) and then study separately the e�et of its vari-ation. Therefore, by measuring the polarized neutral and harged urrentross setions one an onstrain the MW and Mt masses on the (MW , Mt)plane. The SM is onsistent if the values obtained for MW , Mt are in agree-ment with other experiments. With 1fb�1 of data from NC/CC ross se-tions with eletron beam polarization P = �70% and onstraining theMt to�5GeV (from TEVATRON), theMW mass an be measured to a preision of� � 55GeV. For this test left handed eletrons give the highest preision be-ause the ross setion is largest.G2 struture funtion [2℄: The G2 struture funtion, arising from theZ interferene term, is de�ned as G2 = F Z2 = 2xP eq�q(q + �q); wherex is Bjorken x, eq is the quark eletri harge, �q is the vetor quark ou-pling, and q, �q the quark/antiquark densities. G2 an be measured from theneutral urrent parity violating asymmetry A�A�= ��NC(P )���NC(�P )��NC(P ) + ��NC(�P ) ' �PKZaeG2F2 �for x!1�PKZ �1 + dv=uv4 + dv=uv� ;where ��NC(P ) is the NC ross setion for a given degree of polarization Pand lepton harge, ae is the eletron axial harge, KZ � 10�4=Q2[GeV2℄.Preise data for the valane quark density ratio dv=uv an thus be ob-tained by measuring A�. Simulations show that G2 an be well measured athigh Bjorken x, i.e. for same lepton harge but opposite polarizations withP = �50% and 200 pb�1 for eah polarization setting (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Simulated statistial preision for the G2 struture funtion: for same leptonharge but with both sets of opposite polarization settings, P = �50% and 200 pb�1for eah polarization setting.Physis beyond the SM: Lepton polarization is a useful tool for searh-ing new physis signals or for studying the hirality of new partiles. SMbakgrounds an be redued by hanging the degree of polarization. If new



3074 F. Metliaphysis have di�erent ouplings, the signal/bakground ratio will inrease.For example the hiral struture of newly disovered leptoquarks at HERAould be determined [3℄ with polarization.Limits for right-handed harged urrents [4℄: an be obtained by measuringthe polarization dependene of the ross setion for the Charged Current(CC) proess �CC(e�p ! �X). The harged urrent proess �CC(e�p !�X) ours through the exhange of W bosons. Aording to the StandardModel only pure left-handed harged urrents exist, i.e. the ross setionvanishes for purely right-handed eletrons. The total eletron harged ur-rent ross setion �CC(e�p ! �X) is: �CC(e�p ! �X) = (1 � P )�CCL +(1 + P )�CCR where P is the degree eletron longitudinal polarization, withP = �1 orresponding to negative heliity i.e. a fully left-handed ele-tron beam, and �CCL ; �CCR , are the left and right handed eletron hargedurrent ross setions. With about one year of polarized data a lowerlimit on the mass of the hypothetial boson MWR an be set at the levelof WR > 400GeV. This is a diret searh and is omparable to existingTEVATRON results. REFERENCES[1℄ G. Ingelman, A. DeRoek, R. Klanner, Future Physis at HERA vol. 1, p. 127.[2℄ M. Klein, Future Deep Inelasti Sattering with HERA and THERA, DIS2001,Bologna.[3℄ P. Taxil, E. Tugu, J.M. Virey, Eur. Phys. J. C14, 165 (2000).[4℄ F. Zetshe, Future Physis at HERA vol. 1, p. 222.


